VOLIVO WiFi Smart Led Strip Lights 65.6ft Works with Alexa and
Google Assistant, 2 Rolls of 32.8ft Led Light Strips, Music Sync Color
Changing RGB Led Lights for Bedroom Kitchen, Party, TV
Review-2021

The length of our led strip lights is 65.6 feet, 2 rolls of 32.8 feet; The led strip is long enough to reach
around your entire room and light the whole place up; Create the perfect ambiance by installing
them in your bedroom, living room and kitchen
You can control your smart lights for room through smarter ways in addition to the IR remote; You
can adjust brightness, change colors, turn on or off the 65.6 feet color changing led strip lights with
smart app, you can also use Alexa or Google Assistant to control your smart led strip lights easily
The led lights strip syncs design with music and ambient sound; Lights color will be changed with
the music beats and your voice which makes the light dance to the beat; The music led lights for
room is suitable for for party lighting
Our smart light strips are made of durable bright 5050 led lights with more than 16 million colors; It is
suitable for decorating your bedroom, ceiling, stairs, kitchen cabinet, desk, and living room
Our flexible led strip lights for bedroom is cuttable between every 3 leds; It is easy to install, just tear
the tape behind the strip light and stick it to wall or other surface; The strong adhesive can works
well and will not damage your wall; You can easily apply the rgb led strip to any smooth place you
wantSmart Wifi Led Strip Lights
Smart Led Room Lights for Your Smart HomeFreely adjust colors, style, brightness 16 million colors
can be chosen, 28 preprogrammed style modes make your party more colorful; You can also adjust
the led light strip brightness from 1% to 100% to suit the various places; High brightness for
illumination, medium brightness for atmosphere, low brightness for sleepingSync with Music:
Fantastic music mode, built in high sensitive microphone, colors change automatically based on the
music beats, ambient sound; Starting the music party with this room lights for bedroom; It can create
a romantic, gorgeous, interesting, magical atmosphere for your party; This will make your party time
memorable; Enjoy your party show with millions of colors Timer Switch: With the smart App, you can
experience the timing function, pre setting the appropriate time and suitable color to make it turn on
or off automatically; The light alarm clock will eliminate your or your baby's fear of the dark, and you
wake up in romantic lighting every morningSafe to Use: Led strip lights are made of premium and
safe material, double layers of copper on the PCB board offers short circuit protection

PLEASE NOTE:
The correct operation to reset the light strip device isUnplug the adapter and plug it back in for 3
times.Do not use the remote. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy,
picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

